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A Couple Cooks - Pretty Simple Cooking Chronicle Books
A fancy Halloween party turns fatal in this mystery that’s “so much
fun to read” (Suspense Magazine). Bookstore café owner Krissy
Hancock would rather spend Halloween serving pumpkin goodies
than wearing costumes with Pine Hills’ wealthiest, especially when
the soiree at a local mansion shapes up to be more trick than treat. As
if a run-in with an old flame and a failed marriage proposal weren’t
enough to horrify Krissy for one night, a woman is found strangled to
death in a room filled with ominous jack-o’-lanterns. All signs suggest
a crime of passion—but when the hostess’s jewelry disappears,

malevolent intentions seem way more likely. With the estate on
lockdown and a killer roaming the halls, Krissy must help Officer Paul
Dalton investigate each nook, cranny, and guest for answers—while
also confronting a few demons of her own. Someone has lots of
skeletons in the closet, and Krissy better tread lightly to expose them…
Absolutely Truly Simon and Schuster
A passionate and profane love letter to fall, the
best fucking season of the year. Do you get excited
at the first brisk breeze of the year? Are you
overcome with delight when you see piles of red
leaves? Do you lose your fucking mind at a pumpkin
patch? At last, the epically funny internet
sensation It's Decorative Gourd Season,
Motherfuckers is now a visual tour-de-force,
teeming with a cornucopia of perfectly paired
photos and seasonal enchantments to make it really
fucking sing. Whiffy candles, wicker baskets,
motherfucking gourd after gourd, and people going
insane they love fall so much? Check! Also
included: the equally lifechanging meditation It's
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Rotting Decorative Gourd Season, Motherfuckers,
because all good things must end. Give it to
everyone you love, or put it on your fucking coffee
table next to a pile of shellacked vegetables to
really tie the room together. Perfect for: For
anyone who fucking loves fall, and fans of
McSweeney's, Go the Fuck to Sleep, Deep Thoughts,
the Onion, and the New Yorker.
The Love Hypothesis Penguin
The Pumpkin Falls Private Eyes grapple with pirates and mermaids in the third
cozy mystery of the Edgar Award–nominated middle grade series from the
author of the beloved Mother-Daughter Book Club books. Truly Lovejoy is
excited for the perfect summer in Pumpkin Falls, New Hampshire: swim
practice outside, working at the bookstore, one-on-one time with her mom, and
best of all, time with the dreamy RJ Calhoun who may just like Truly back. But
the idyllic falls apart when she’s sent off to mermaid academy—sparkly tail and
all. Luckily, a mystery is never too far behind the Pumpkin Falls Private Eyes,
and synchronized swimming turns into a hunt for a sunken ship and an
investigation of the founding of Pumpkin Falls⋯which may have involved more
pirates than originally thought. And as the Pumpkin Falls Private Eyes get closer
to the heart of the mystery and Truly gets closer to her mermaid debut, she may
just learn to come out of her shell.

Pumpkin Roll Simon and Schuster
Entering seventh grade at Walden Middle School, four girls
continue their mother-daughter book club, reading Lucy Maud
Montgomery's "Anne of Green Gables," while dealing with a
mean, troublemaking classmate.
The Education of Patience Goodspeed Simon and Schuster
Four girls continue their mother-daughter book club, reading
Charles Dickens's "A Christmas Carol," but from unexpected
blizzards to a sledding disaster, nothing goes as planned.

Death by Pumpkin Spice Simon and Schuster

Sometimes secrets aren't so sweet... Just as Maddie
picks up her pumpkin spice frappe from the coffee
shop counter, she spills it all over the cute boy behind
her. Talk about mortifying! Luckily, the boy -- Jacob
-- is also friendly and easygoing, and soon Maddie is
deeply in crush. But before she can tell her best friend
Jana about him at lunch the next day, Jana announces
her huge new crush -- on Jacob! Maddie doesn't want
to cause trouble, so she keeps her feelings hidden.
Jana will get over him soon, right? Add major school
stress to Maddie's secret, and it's a recipe for
disaster. Can she stay true to both her friend and her
heart... without it all turning into a sticky mess?
My Life in Pink & Green Simon and Schuster
In the twelfth Cupcake Bakery Mystery from New York
Times bestselling author Jenn McKinlay, the Fairy Tale
Cupcake crew follows the clever crumb trail of a killer
who's anything but cookie-cutter. Life is all sugar and
spice for the Fairy Tale Cupcake bakers--Melanie Cooper
is engaged to the delectable Joe DeLaura, Angie Harper
and her husband Tate are savoring married life, and the
bakery is bustling with happy customers. Until one of
their most valued cupcake connoisseurs ends up dead.
Local glass artist and cupcake lover Rene Fischer-Klein
has always suffered from a wide variety of health issues.
In an effort to cheer her up, her doting husband, Peter,
brings her a four-pack of her favorite cupcakes every
week. But when the police discover that Rene has been
poisoned, there's no sugarcoating the fact that the last
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things she ate were the bakery's signature pumpkin spice
cupcakes! With their lives and bakery at stake, it's up to
Mel and Angie to find out who poisoned their artist friend
and why, before their future is frosted for good.
Much Ado About Anne Simon and Schuster
A mouse baby leads his father on a merry game of hide-
and-squeak at bedtime.
It's Decorative Gourd Season, Motherfuckers Simon and
Schuster
This blistering novel—from the bestselling, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of The Road—returns to the Texas-
Mexico border, setting of the famed Border Trilogy. The
time is our own, when rustlers have given way to drug-
runners and small towns have become free-fire zones.
One day, a good old boy named Llewellyn Moss finds a
pickup truck surrounded by a bodyguard of dead men. A
load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are still in
the back. When Moss takes the money, he sets off a chain
reaction of catastrophic violence that not even the law–in
the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff Bell–can contain.
As Moss tries to evade his pursuers–in particular a
mysterious mastermind who flips coins for human
lives–McCarthy simultaneously strips down the American
crime novel and broadens its concerns to encompass
themes as ancient as the Bible and as bloodily
contemporary as this morning’s headlines. No Country for
Old Men is a triumph.
The Mother-Daughter Book Club Collection Penguin
“There’s something strange about that kid.” At least
that’s what everyone says, but they don’t know the truth.

Perfect for fans of Stranger Things, this classic novel
continues to enthrall. Katie Welker is used to being alone.
She would rather read a book than deal with other people.
Other people don’t have silver eyes. Other people can’t
make things happen just by thinking about them! But these
special powers make Katie unusual, and it’s hard to make
friends when you’re unusual. Katie knows that she’s
different but she’s never done anything to hurt anyone so
why is everyone afraid of her? Maybe there are other kids
out there who have the same silver eyes…and the same
talents…and maybe they’ll be willing to help her.
Yours Truly Race Point Publishing
Winnie knows that change isn’t all it’s cracked up to be,
especially when it means her best friend, Amanda, might be
dropping her for someone else. Throw in a grumpy teenage
sister, a cat who gets trapped in the wall, and a crush who has
pinkeye, and you’ve got one big mess—one that Winnie’s not
going to clean up! Winnie’s decided that she’s going to remain
exactly the same, no matter what the rest of the world does.
But every month brings crazy adventures. A lot can change in
a year . . .maybe even Winnie.

Absolutely Truly Clarkson Potter
The Instant New York Times Bestseller and TikTok
Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A BuzzFeed Best
Summer Read of 2021 When a fake relationship
between scientists meets the irresistible force of
attraction, it throws one woman's carefully calculated
theories on love into chaos. As a third-year Ph.D.
candidate, Olive Smith doesn't believe in lasting
romantic relationships--but her best friend does, and
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that's what got her into this situation. Convincing Anh
that Olive is dating and well on her way to a happily
ever after was always going to take more than hand-
wavy Jedi mind tricks: Scientists require proof. So,
like any self-respecting biologist, Olive panics and
kisses the first man she sees. That man is none other
than Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and
well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively
floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant agrees to
keep her charade a secret and be her fake boyfriend.
But when a big science conference goes haywire,
putting Olive's career on the Bunsen burner, Adam
surprises her again with his unyielding support and
even more unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their
little experiment feels dangerously close to
combustion. And Olive discovers that the only thing
more complicated than a hypothesis on love is putting
her own heart under the microscope.
Home for the Holidays Simon and Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • 70 quick-fix weeknight
dinners and 30 luscious weekend recipes that make every day
taste extra special, no matter how much time you have to
spend in the kitchen—from the beloved bestselling author of
Once Upon a Chef. “Jennifer’s recipes are healthy,
approachable, and creative. I literally want to make everything
from this cookbook!”—Gina Homolka, author of The Skinnytaste
Cookbook Jennifer Segal, author of the blog and bestselling
cookbook Once Upon a Chef, is known for her foolproof,
updated spins on everyday classics. Meticulously tested and
crafted with an eye toward both flavor and practicality, Jenn’s

recipes hone in on exactly what you feel like making. Here she
devotes whole chapters to fan favorites, from Marvelous
Meatballs to Chicken Winners, and Breakfast for Dinner to
Family Feasts. Whether you decide on sticky-sweet Barbecued
Soy and Ginger Chicken Thighs; an enlightened and healthy-ish
take on Turkey, Spinach & Cheese Meatballs; Chorizo-Style
Burgers; or Brownie Pudding that comes together in under
thirty minutes, Jenn has you covered.

Goldwhiskers Kensington Cozies
Absolutely TrulySimon and Schuster
Pumpkin Jack First Second
A girl gets into a mouthful of trouble in this “toadally”
fractured fairy tale, from the author of the Mother-
Daughter Book Club series. Once upon a time, Cat
Starr lived with her astronaut mom in Houston. But
when her mother gets sent on a long-term mission,
Cat has to move to a faraway land—her dad’s house,
halfway across the country—and share a room with her
real-life evil stepsister, Olivia. Just when Cat can’t
take it anymore, Great Aunt Abyssinia comes to the
rescue. And things go from bad to cursed. The next
morning, Cat opens her mouth and a toad hops out!
What’s more, when Olivia speaks, diamonds and
flowers appear. How unfair is that? Before you can
say "happily ever after," the girls are on the run from
jewel thieves and a government agency. Can Cat save
the day—and get rid of all those toads? This is an
enchanting fractured fairy tale from acclaimed Mother-
Daughter Book Club author Heather Vogel Frederick.
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Once Upon a Chef: Weeknight/Weekend Simon and
Schuster
Autumn in Blossom Valley means pumpkin patches
are ripe and Winona Mae Montgomery and her Granny
Smythe’s cider shop is flourishing. But with this
season comes . . . A FATAL HARVEST The Fall
Festival is in full swing. Civil War reenactors from
three counties are partaking in Blossom Valley’s
tribute to John Brown. Blue Ridge Mountain foliage is
in full bloom. And best of all is Jacob Potter’s
pumpkin farm where his hay rides, piglet races,
pumpkin picking and corn maze are time-honored
draws for locals and tourists alike. That’s why it’s
such a shock when Mr. Potter is found dead, hidden
under a tarp in the back of Winnie’s pickup truck.
This certainly betrays Potter’s reputation as one of
the town’s most popular citizens. Fortunately, when it
comes to solving a murder, no one has a patch on
Winnie. Now, all eyes are on her to do it.
Unfortunately, that includes those of the killer who’ll
do anything to keep an orchard full of secrets buried.
The Complete Mother-Daughter Book Club Collection
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers
Popular husband-and-wife bloggers and podcasters
(acouplecooks.com) offer 100 recipes with an emphasis
on whole foods and getting into the kitchen together. The
couple's non-diet approach features simple lifestyle
changes to make healthy cooking sustainable, rather than

a short-term fix. A love story at its finest, Alex and Sonja
Overhiser first fell for each other--and then the kitchen. In
a matter of months, the writer-photographer duo went
from eating fast and frozen food to regularly cooking
vegetarian meals from scratch. Together, the two
unraveled a "pretty simple" approach to home cooking that
kicks the diet in favor of long-term lifestyle changes.
While cooking isn't always easy or quick, it can be pretty
simple by finding love in the process. A Couple Cooks |
Pretty Simple Cooking is an irresistible combination of
spirited writing, nourishing recipes with a Mediterranean
flair, and vibrant photography. Dubbed a "vegetarian
cookbook for non-vegetarians", it's a beautiful book that's
food for thought, at the same time providing real food
recipes for eating around the table. The book features:
100 vegetarian recipes, with 75 vegan and 90 gluten-free
options A full-color photograph for every recipe Recipes
arranged from quickest to more time-consuming 10 life
lessons for a sustainably healthy approach to cooking,
artfully illustrated with a custom watercolor

Rip Van Winkle and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
Knopf Books for Young Readers
Relates how the idea of jack-o-lanterns got started
out in the prairies during a time when a mysterious
stranger rewarded kind townsfolk and punished
greedy politicians.
Absolutely Truly Penguin
A bold, timely novel about speaking up and coming out
as parents lobby to ban a beloved book from the
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school curriculum by New York Times-bestselling
author David Levithan. When Donovan left his copy of
The Adventurers on the kitchen counter, he didn't
think his mom would read it—much less have a problem
with it. It's just an adventure novel about two
characters trying to stop an evil genius...right? But
soon the entire town is freaking out about whether the
book's main characters are gay, Donovan's mom is
trying to get the book removed from the school
curriculum, and Donovan is caught in the middle.
Donovan doesn't really know if the two boys fall in
love at the end or not—but he does know this: even if
they do, it shouldn't matter. The book should not be
banned from school. Interweaving three connected
storylines, David Levithan delivers a bold, fun, and
timely story about taking action (whether it's against
book censors or deadly alligators...), being brave, and
standing up for what's right.
No Country for Old Men Simon and Schuster
The first pumpkin Tim ever carved was fierce and
funny, and he named it Jack. When Halloween was
over and the pumpkin was beginning to rot, Tim set it
out in the garden and throughout the weeks he
watched it change. By spring, a plant began to grow!
Will Hubbell's gentle story and beautifully detailed
illustrations give an intimate look at the cycle of life.
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